Visualizing DNA replication sites in the cell nucleus.
Studies of DNA replication associated with the nuclear matrix have led to a radically new view of replication at the macroscopic level. It is proposed that individual replicons and their associated replicational assemblies (replisomes) are clustered together during active replication by attachment to the nuclear matrix at special sites termed 'clustersomes'. Direct visualization of replication sites in permeabilized cells by fluorescence microscopy following biotin-11-dUTP incorporation provides support for this model. Discrete replication granules are observed with sizes and numbers consistent with each granule being a site of replicon cluster synthesis. Distinct patterns of these sites are seen in different periods of S-phase. Both the individual granules and their early and late S-phase dependent patterns are strikingly maintained following extraction of the cells for in situ nuclear matrix structures. Similar results were obtained when probing in vivo sites of replication following incorporation of 5-bromodeoxyuridine. The three-dimensional organization of these replicational granules (clustersomes) is studied using confocal light microscopy and an appropriate multidimensional image analysis system.